Although no longer explicitly directed toward measurement of the Avogadro constant, we continue significant effort on lattice period measurement in monocrystalline silicon. There are currently operating an up-gradad xray/optical interferometer and a recently established lattice comparator. We report the status of measurements with these two instruments.
realized. Such an improved result did not however emerge immediately; rather the data exhibited disturbing inconsistencies of the order of 0.2ppm or more.
Although there is no longer an 'Avogadro' project at what is now called NIST, we have continued to address the lattice parameter question both because of intrinsic interest provoked by hidden sources of error and because, in other contexts, accuracy levels at and below the 0.1 ppm level will be significant. Actually, the Si lattice period already has important applications in several areas of short wavelength standardization. For example, all currently well-known characteristic x-ray lines are normalized to the Si spacing [ 6 ] , and through these, such H-like and He-like spectra in 'heavy' ions as have been accurately determined. Additionally, certain low energy gamma-ray reference lines and x-ray absorbtion edges normalized on this same scale provide mass estimations for the neutron, pion and kaon [ 7 ] . In none of these applications is the available accuracy level severely stressed. However, in future experiments on decelerated and cooled beams of heavy ions and in the case of a gamna-ray approach to the fundamental constant N,h/c, demands at the highest level of foreseeable accuracy present themselves.
To address this spectrum of applications, we need not only to improve the XROI measurement but also provide for a convenient and precise means for transferring the primary crystal calibration to other specimens which can be shaped and sized as required for optimal measurement in various wavelength regions. Similar considerations also apply in the case of an Avogadro exercise, since different crystalline specimens are (optimally) required in various phases of the measurements. To address these requirements, we have established a differential measuring engine, the delta-d machine, which has been optimized for the intercomparison of nearly equal crystal specimens at a. level of imprecision significantly smaller than the target accuracy of the absolute spacing measurement. Such measurements clearly must first circumvent limits (apparently) imposed by the widths of x-ray lines. Hart [8] suggested a solution to this problem using a non-dispersive two-source geometry but did not initially exploit the diffraction fine-structure that gives this method its greatest promise. need for comparison of dissimilar lattices led us to a comparator equipped with high performance interferometric angle measurement and has required development of sample preparation, characterization and support procedures that are considerably more refined than one might have initially thought necessary. Similar methodology but with autocollimator angle measurement has been used at the PTB [4, 91.
Our pursuit of this promise and the Our report to this conference will briefly address certain background material but focus on the present status and future prospects of the two experiments identified above. Each will be seen as having indicated a potential for exceptionally high accuracy, approaching or exceeding 0.01 ppm. Both, however, for quite different reasons have yet to realize their full potential; this is a larger problem for XROI than for delta-d. Regarding XROI we have two effects which are not understood at this writing: Firstly, there are persistent residue patterns in comparisons between predicted and observed x-ray phases. These are remarkably reproducible in the short term but appear to change character over time. Secondly, 'observed' lattice periods show a dispersion whose range is beyond reasonable expectations. It is not clear as yet whether these uncontrolled changes reflect methodology or specimen characteristics. Our near term efforts are directed toward 251 realizing the needed distinction.
